Press Release
GENEINNO TECHNOLOGY APPOINTS DRONE SOLUTIONS IN SOUTH EAST ASIA
Announcement made concurrent with the introduction of Titan Robotic Arm
Shenzhen & Singapore, July 29, 2019 Geneinno Technology and Drone Solutions announced today their formal
cooperation and the appointment of Drone Solutions as Geneinno Technology’s Distributor for South East Asia.
Drone Solutions, will market, sell and provide after-sales service for Geneinno’s innovative underwater
products including the Poseidon Drone which features deep dive and WIFI control and is the fastest diving
drone in the ocean; for professional HD shooting Titan Unmanned Undersea Vehicle is in a class by itself, with
its integrated professional 4K camera and 1/2.5 inch CMOS image sensor, Titan helps to take high quality
pictures and videos with 64G storage, recording the moment and sharing anytime; the Trident Underwater
Scooter, powers you forward underwater, its two speed settings and positive buoyancy allows you to explore
up to 164 feet underwater
Mandy Ren, International Sales Manager of Geneinno Technology said, “we are most pleased to add Drone
Solutions and its most professional staff to our international distributor network which will significantly improve
local support and service activities”.
Mr. Gianluca Salone the Executive Director of Drone Solutions said, “our ability to offer best in class Geneinno
products to the professional market for infrastructure, fish farming and other inland and other underwater
inspection activities fills the missing gap in our product offering”.
About Geneinno Technology
Is Shenzhen based public company and a global provider and developer of optimal solution for drone and
control systems.
The Company is committed to ongoing innovation that fosters underwater exploration, development, inspiring
people from all walks of life to engage with the ocean. providing them with remarkable ways to explore
underwater world.
About Drone Solutions
Drone Solution Services Pte Ltd is a privately-held Singapore company engaged in researching, designing,
developing, manufacturing, marketing, selling, licensing and patenting proprietary intellectual property rights
related to Unmanned Systems Technology products.
Drone Solutions is in a constant pursuit of excellence through technological innovation and novelty enabling it
to provide bespoke and advanced state-of-the-art unmanned aerial systems (“UAS”), unmanned underwater
vehicles (“UUV”), unmanned surface vehicles (“USV”) and unmanned ground vehicles (“UGV”) solutions across
a diverse range of segments.
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